DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
Hungarian, and needed a deal of friendly suasion to admit that they
understood you. I thought of Czecho-SIovakia, before Munich,
where there were dozens of German-language newspapers, where
the Germans had their own German schools in every German
district, where the Germans had their own party, were able to
demonstrate and meet and discuss. I looked at Hungary, where
no German-language newspapers were allowed, though some
600,000 Germans lived in the country, where there were hardly
any German schools, no German political party, no political
liberty for the Germans.
Yet Hitler had crushed that Czechoslovakia, made this Hungary
greater, restored large areas of Slovakia and Ruthenia to Hun-
garian rule! A strange world.
I drove on, through one of the most desolate countrysides I have
ever seen. True, it was a flat and barren land, a despondent
winter's day, with the dusk already lurking behind the surly
clouds. But apart from all that, the place had a graveyard look.
Suppression, oppression, repression, it said to me, as I bumped
through it, my car rattling over the potholes, jets of mud spurting
from beneath the wheels. The villages were few and far between,
you hardly saw a souL The Hungarians had taken down the
Czech name-plates at the approaches to each village and had not
yet replaced them with Hungarian ones. They had also taken
down the Czech signposts. Presumably they would in time put up
new ones, but for the nonce you drove through a nameless
countryside. In the villages you saw shuttered shops, and I
suppose they were those of Czechs, of Slovaks, or of Jews who had
come to these districts from Czecho-SIovakia; the Jews from
Hungary had been left alone.
In the villages, too, groups of youths and men stood about,
unprepossessing, muttering. I asked the Jew who filled my petrol
tank why they were there, if some meeting or demonstration were
afoot. He answered briefly 'No work', and busied himself with
the pump to avoid further questions.
With relief, as the dusk fell, I came to the frontier* I did not
know at first that it was the frontier. It looked like a military
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